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The SNS experiment hall (Target 
Building) was built to accommodate 
and support 25 instruments. 
Nineteen instruments have been 
completed and commissioned to 
date.



Begin with Safety
• Goodwill of civil and scientific communities
• Inclusive safety
• Craft ownership
• Safety program with incentives
• Safety culture inherited from facility 

construction
• Between construction and installation, 

more than 4 million direct work hours 
without a lost time accident
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Organizational Support

• Instrument and Source Development Division
– Division director, John Haines
– Project Manager, Barbara Thibadeau
– Instrument Scientist, for each instrument
– Instrument Scientific Associate, for each 

instrument
– Instrument Engineer, for each instrument
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Support groups

• Survey and Alignment
• Safety Professional
• Beam Guide Vendors 

(installers)
• Choppers
• Detectors

• Vacuum
• Sample Environment
• Data Acquisition 

Systems
• Data Handling and 

Analysis
• Instrument Teams
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Instrument Installation Group

• Group Lead, Steve Proffitt – Construction since 1966, 
experience in: mechanical, welding, rigging, supervision of 
union labor, B.S. mathematics, minor in management, labor 
& Industrial relations

• Installation Supervisor, Rob Connatser – Experience: 
Instrument installation, Scientific Associate, M.S. in physics 

• Installation Supervisor, Mark Connell – Construction 10 
years, experience in civil/ structural, surveying, M.S. in civil 
engineering

• Installation Supervisor, Rex Hogan – Construction (electrical) 
15 years,  project engineering 5 years, powerhouse 
maintenance supervisor 12 years, 5 year electrical 
apprenticeship
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Instrument Installation Supervisors

Rob Connatser Mark Connell Rex Hogan
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Mechanical Technicians

• Four mechanical technicians reported to Rob Connatser and 
performed technical assembly of technical components such 
as secondary shutters, revolver assemblies, etc.

• After several instruments were turned over for 
commissioning this group was moved to the Instrument 
Operations group and were borrowed as needed by the 
Installation Group.
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Technical Tool Installation Subcontractor
Craft Labor

A Subcontractor was hired by the 
facility construction contractor to 
provide craft labor and supervision 
for installation of technical 
components and systems in the 
klystron gallery and accelerator 
tunnel in 2001 about four years 
before starting work on Instrument 
Installation.
The workforce came from the local 
building trades unions.
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Target Installation
• The facility construction contractor installed the target cart, all of mercury 

handling components and piping, remote handling systems and all 
components inside the hot cell, except the target.

• The Target Group commissioned the remote handling systems, practiced 
and installed the first target,

• and, each target since.
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Instrument Installation Environment
• Installation of instruments began in 2005 about a year and a 

half before completion of SNS construction, coordination 
was required with the facility contractor, but little with others. 

• Design and planning were being pushed out in a rolling 
wave to keep ahead of installation.

• Procurements of Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) 
were progressing to stay ahead of installation with just-in-
time deliveries due to limited storage space.

• Procurement strategies were still in-place from construction:
– Subcontractor purchased all materials except GFE
– With approved vendors, no submittals were required
– Negotiated prices on commodities
– Negotiated prices on regular and high density concrete
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• Instrument teams (Scientist, SA & Engineer) were in place 
and started installation early in 2005 providing supervision 
and oversight to the subcontractor.

• A team was formed later in the year with Rob Connatser as 
Installation Coordinator, four technicians, the scientific 
associate for each instrument, the Technical Tool Install 
subcontractor, and the craft labor.

• Work was assigned to the subcontractor using a Service 
Work Order (SRO).  The SRO was a  directive document 
that provided a charge number, direction, and attached 
drawings. The SRO authorized the installation and spending.

Instrument Installation Environment (cont’d)
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• The Tool Install subcontractor and the craft had about four 
years installation experience in the klystron gallery and 
accelerator tunnel.  Most also had years of construction 
experience.

• The Tool Install subcontract was a Time-and-Material (T&M) 
contract.

• The subcontract was later passed from the constructor to 
SNS.
– The Department of Energy did not like performing construction using 

T&M.
– T&M sometimes has a bad reputation for costing more.
– T&M works well when customer realizes that they must control the 

risk.

Instrument Installation Environment (cont’d)
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Team Development
• Instrument installation began in March 2005.
• Fourteen instruments had been started, seven with limited 

front end concrete, seven with a quantity of shielding and 
cave construction completed, when I came onboard as 
Instrument Installation Group Leader in November 2006.

• I had worked with the group for several months on contract.

• The work looked to me to be more construction than 
installation.
– Building concrete cave walls and shield blocks
– Electrical utilities
– Piping and mechanical utilities
– These normal construction activities appeared to me to above 90% of 

the field work
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Changes
• I saw the method of having the Scientific Associates (SA’s) directing the 

subcontractor’s work as an opportunity for improvement for the long 
term. Over a period of a year, I released them from their responsibilities 
for working the subcontractor.

• They were replaced with the team described earlier:
– Rob Connatser, MS Physics
– Mark Connell, MS Civil Engineering
– Rex Hogan, Electrical 
– Adding my experience, the team had many years of construction experience covering 

mechanical, civil/structural, electrical, instrument installation, and physics.
• Knowledge of OSHA requirements and safety procedures
• Construction equipment
• Construction practices
• Craft union agreements
• Depth of union craft skills
• How to interact with craft

– Additionally, we did not loose one every time an instrument was commissioned
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Evolution of shielding construction
• For the first few instrument beam lines some shield blocks were 

purchased and some were fabricated on-site.

• Purchased blocks were a mixed bag.  Some were very good, some not. 
One of the purchased blocks was found to not have the specified rebar in 
it.  

• On-site fabricated blocks were formed with commercial lumber, plywood, 
and standard forming hardware.  Rebar was fabricated by the supplier 
and was assembled and tied by our Ironworkers.

– Precision was just OK, but not great.
– When HD concrete was placed, some sides would bulge and allow the block to belly 

out.
– We were trying to maintain a ½” gap between the blocks.
– The Carpenters were placing the studs on 16” centers as if framing a house.  We 

insisted they put them on 12” centers for high density concrete making a substantial 
improvement.

– Our radiation scientist allowed the engineers to design to a ¾” gap.  This solved the 
problem.  
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• The next step was using engineer purchased steel cans
– Steel cans were fabricated by local fabrication shops and flame spray 

coated on the outside with ZnAL.
– Steel cans eliminated the need for forming (and carpenters).
– Steel cans eliminated the need for rebar (Some was used).
– Each set was test-fit in place before the concrete was placed.
– Accuracy was much improved.
– ½” plate made sturdy cans.
– Thinner plate did not work well.

Evolution of shielding construction
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Steel cans worked much better for 
multifaceted blocks.
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Modifying a block
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Shielding block and wall quality
• Inspections with sign-offs were performed prior to concrete 

order.
• Delivered concrete was independently tested before 

placement and mix tickets were collected.

• Sample cylinders were collected and compression tested at 
7 days, 28 days, and at 56 days if specified strength was not 
reached by the 28th day.

• Blocks were weighed using calibrated load cells and weights  
were certified by the fabricator, or by the Installation 
Supervisor if made on-site.

• Rebar certs were provided by the supplier and filed.

• Quality documents were provided to the engineer.
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Quality documents
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Temporary shielding was used to shield workers and for 
background reduction as dummy shutters were replaced with 
real shutters.

During outages temporary shielding was removed to facilitate 
design and to facilitate chopper cavity and upstream 
construction.

Temporary Shielding
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• It also makes a good counterweight when the crane hook 
boundary has not been accounted for.

Temporary Shielding
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Cave shield walls
• Cave walls were constructed as in commercial construction,

– With the exception that many were poured with High Density (HD) 
concrete.

– HD concrete weighs approximately 245 pounds per cubic foot, vs. 
125 pounds for regular density.

– Walls to be poured with HD concrete had the studs spaced on 12” 
centers vs. 16”.

To produce smoother walls, no 
commercial forming was used.
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Evolution of the workspace

TIME

Construction ownership:
• Green field conditions
• Little need for coordination w/others
• Own cranes
• Own floor space
• Construction materials

Science ownership
• More stakeholders
• More non-construction personnel to protect
• More space for support groups
• More Tours 
• More potential for damage to equipment
• More potential for interference with experiments
• Daily coordination meetings with everyone
• Some work has to be performed during outages
• More alarms to set off
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Continuing awareness of boundaries 
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Working multiple instruments

• The number of instruments being worked simultaneously 
increased steadily until we were working our maximum of ten 
instruments at one time.

• Supervision was divided among the three supervisors and 
the group leader.

• The more instruments worked at one time, the easier it is to 
keep the craft numbers level:
– To minimize bringing in and training new craft,
– To keep from needing 10 Ironworkers one day and 30 the next,
– Easier to keep a core of trained craft workers.
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Communications
• Daily Experiment Hall Plan of the Day 

– All Experiment Hall entities represented
– Coordination of work forces, locations and times
– Cooperation on use of facility 30 ton overhead cranes
– Pass-down of information and cautions

• Daily Installation Team meeting with subcontractor
– Go over status of work
– Plan for the next day
– The Installation team and the subcontractor started work at 6:00 AM, engineers began work at 8:00

• Weekly Installation Team meeting – Group Leader and Instrument Supervisors 
• Share progress 
• Plan work and craft distribution for coming week
• Share cross training

• Weekly Progress meeting – Installation Team, Instrument Engineers, and Project Manager
• Discuss each task that is in progress
• Give % complete, cost in craft hours, expected final cost
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Issues and lessons learned
• Chopper base plate problems:

– Installation team did not understand how much of a beating the 
chopper base plates would be subjected to.

– No special instructions were given by engineers.
– Team started out trusting “skill of the craft” for base plate grouting.
– One of the T-Zero choppers loosened its base plate.
– We pulled several T-Zero base plates and found inadequate fill on 

most.
– We did a study on properly installing base plates and placing grout 

and developed a procedure and a verification form, and supervised 
each installation enforcing strict adherence to manufacturer’s 
instructions.

– We also noted that if not properly supported a 1-1/2” plate will bow 
when walked on by the craftsman placing the grout and then draw 
back up when he gets off, leaving a gap.
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Chopper base plate grouting
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• Installation of beam stop mass into beam stop 
concrete was informally proceduralized.

• Direction was given directly on each of the first 
three.

Issues and lessons learned
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Issues and lessons learned
• The fourth mass - the supports holding 

this 4700 pound mass collapsed, almost 
immediately after the mass was set on it.

• When the Ironworkers and the Operator 
were questioned about the setup.  They 
said “That’s the way that we have always 
done it.”  The Installation Supervisor did 
not disagree, nor were the workers 
thought to be untruthful.

• The work began on the fourth 1-1/2 
years after the third was installed it was 
begun in a different way. The Installation 
Supervisor had not reviewed the 
previous installations with them, nor was 
he present.

• Our memories cannot be counted on.

Mass slowly collapsed when 
touched by S&A technicians.

No one was injured.  
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We typically kept a core of above 40 craft workers and peaked at about 80. These 
two Ironworkers, three Electricians and one Operator worked on the Technical Tool 
Installation Subcontract for twelve years, first in the klystron gallery and linac and 
then on instrument installation.

They were celebrated and laid off the day this picture was taken.

Installation of nineteen instruments took approximately eight years.

Thank you for your attention.
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